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ABSTRACT
Cricket is one of the most popular team games in the world. Cricket is the second most watched
sport in the world after soccer, and enjoys a multi-million dollar industry. There is striking
enthusiasm for reenacting cricket and all the more critically in foreseeing the result of cricket
coordinate which is played in three organizations to be specific test coordinate, one day universal
and T20 coordinate. The perplexing standards winning in the game, alongside the different normal
parameters influencing the result of a cricket coordinate present huge difficulties for exact
expectation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cricket is being played in numerous nations all around the globe. There are a ton of local and
global competitions being held in numerous nations which play cricket. Cricket is a game played
between two groups containing 11 players in each group. The outcome is either a success,
misfortune or a tie.
In any case, at times because of terrible climate conditions the game is additionally cleaned out as
Cricket is a game which can't be played in downpour. In addition, this game is likewise very
eccentric on the grounds that at each phase of the game the force movements to one of the groups
between the two. A great deal of times the outcome gets this show on the road on the last bundle
of the match where the game gets truly close. Thinking about all these flighty situations of this
unusual game, there is a gigantic enthusiasm among the onlookers to do some expectation either
toward the beginning of the game or during the game. Numerous observers additionally play
wagering matches to dominate cash. Along these lines, remembering every one of these potential
outcomes, this report targets concentrating the issue of anticipating the game outcomes before the
game has begun dependent on the insights and information accessible from the informational
collection
The information mining calculations which can be applied on those properties. The game forecast
issue that I am contemplating doesn't mull over the player's presentation yet it takes into thought
the group's past exhibition at an elevated level degree alongside different variables like hurl champ,
hurl choice, home help, and so on. The information mining calculations that are utilized are
Decision Tree, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor.
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II. LITERARATURE REVIEW
The information mining calculations which can be applied on those properties. The game
expectation issue that I am contemplating doesn't mull over the player’s performance but it
does take into consideration the team’s past performance at a high level extent along with the
other factors like toss winner, toss decision, home support, etc.
In paper [1] authors Founds, three classification algorithms and compared to find the best accurate
algorithm. The implementation tools used are Anaconda navigator and Jupyter. Random Forest is
observed to be the best accurate classifier with 89.15% to predict the best player performance. Hence
using this prediction, the best team can be formed.

In paper [2] authors used par score concept given by Duckworth & Lewis. This probability
considers balls faced, balls left, runs scored, runs left, wicket, wickets left.
In paper [3] authors Presented a model to predict the outcome of an ODI cricket match while the

game is in progress. It used the data of previous matches played between the team in order to
design our model and Multiple Variable Linear Regression to design this model.
In paper [4], authors seen that winning the coin toss gives competitive advantage for Day &

Night matches. It was found that SVM was proved to be a better model based on both the
parameters used- accuracy and model outcome.
In paper [5], authors present model for predicting the final score of the first innings and estimating

the outcome of the match in the second innings for the limited overs cricket match. Factors like
the toss, the ODI ranking of the teams and the home team advantage will be considered in the
predictions.
In paper [6] authors used win predictions techniques. This method contains dynamic team

properties for win prediction like player history, winning percentage or ground history as well.
We evaluated this technique over 100 matches as results are very interesting because of 85%
correct predictions.
In paper [7] authors used 12 factors for each team for predicting the outcome of a game. Also, it

has been observed that the home and away conditions greatly influence the outcome of the
game. Hence the factors related to home and away conditions have been assigned greater
weights. That is a prediction accuracy of exactly 70%.
In paper [8] authors used four attributes the name of the home team, name of the opponent team, match
results, toss results. It used different supervised learning algorithms such as Logistic regression, support
vector machine, Decision tree, and Bayes point machine binary classification model.
In paper [9] authors used two method predicts the score of first innings based on current run rate and
also considers number of wickets fallen, batting team and venue of the match. The accuracy of the Naïve
Bayes for predicting the outcome of the match, goes from 70% (initially) to 91% as the match
progresses.
In paper [10] authors used attributes like Pitch, Team Strength, Weather, Venue etc. and in-

game attributed like run rate, total run, strike rate, wickets in hand etc. influence a match result
predominantly
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In paper [11] authors concluded that Teams should effectively consume data to derive insights.

Predicting the entire outcome of the game is difficult, but technology can assist in doing so.
Human decision making still dominates technology as most teams have similar data but
performance varies.
In paper [12] authors used factor like weather and the location. i.e. the country and the stadium

where Duckworth Lewis method had come to use. The dataset consists mainly of One Day
International (ODI) matches of teams from India, Pakistan, England, West Indies, South Africa,
New Zealand, Sri Lanka, Australia, Bangladesh & Afghanistan. This paper presents a novel
approach to evaluate the Duckworth Lewis system which is used to predict the target score in
rain affected cricket matches when one or both the teams have had their innings shortened.
Table 1 depicts the existing techniques used
Table1: Existing Methods

Paper
[1]D. Jyothsna, K. Srikanth, Analysing and Predicting
outcome of IPL Cricket
Data
[2] Parag Shah, Predicting Outcome of Live Cricket
Match Using DuckworthLewis Par Score
[3] Nimmagadda Akhil et.al, Cricket score and
winning prediction using data
mining
[4] Rameshwari Lokhande and Pramila M. Chawan,
Live Cricket Score and
Winning Prediction
[5] 6: Muhammad Yasir, LI CHEN, Sabir Ali Shah,
Khalid Akbar, and M.Umer Sarwar,
Match Prediction in T20 International

III.

Techniques Used
Classification algorithm, K-means clustering
Decision Tree, Linear Regression.
K-means clustering, Classification algorithm, Linear
Regression
K-means clustering algorithm Logical regression
Decision Tree
Decision Tree ,Linear Regression, Pattern association,
Pattern classification Decision Tree
Linear Regression, K-means clustering, Classification
algorithm.

PROPOSED METHODOLODY

In sports, most of the prediction job is done using regression or classiﬁcation tasks, both of
which come under supervised learning. In Regression, the output is a continuous value;
however, classiﬁcation deals with discrete kind of output. For predicting continuous values,
Linear Regression appeared to be quite eﬀective, and for classiﬁcation problems like predicting
the outcome of matches or classifying players, learning algorithms like Naive Bayes, Logistic
Regression, Neural Networks, and Random Forests were found being used in most of the
previous studies. In this work, the various factors that aﬀect the outcome of a cricket match
were analyzed, and it was observed that home team, away team, venue, toss winner, toss
decision, home team weight, away team weight, inﬂuence the win probability of
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a team. The proposed prediction model makes use of multivariate Regression to calculate points
of each player in the league and compute the overall strength of each team based on the past
performance of the players who have appeared most for the team.

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Environmental Setup: Python SciPy environment installed ideally with Python 3.6.3, is

installed, and other libraries like Scikit-learn, Pandas, NumPy, and Matplotlib is installed.
Minimum of 8GB RAM is required. VGG16 Algorithm is used for feature extraction
Dataset:



The Cricsheet website is open source.
We stored the data in separate csv files.
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We imported all the libraries and dependencies.
We have loaded the csv file containing the details of each team’s history in previous
matches.
We also loaded the csv file containing the results of matches played.
This was done as the results of the last few years should only matter for our
predictions.
Then we did manual cleaning of the data as per my needs to make a machine learning
model out of it.

RESULTS
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V. CONCLUSION
Selection of the right players for each match plays a significant role in a team’s victory. An
accurate prediction of how many runs a batsman is likely to score and how many wickets a
bowler is likely to take in a match will help the team management select best players for each
match. We modelled batting and bowling datasets based on players’ stats and Characteristics.
Random Forest turned out to be the most accurate classifier for both the datasets with an
accuracy of 90.74% for predicting runs scored by a batsman and 92.25% for predicting wickets
taken by a bowler. Results of SVM were surprising as it achieved an accuracy of just 51.45%
for predicting runs and 70.95% for predicting wickets.
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